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The sixth book in Dav Pilkey's mega-bestselling Captain Underpants series. Now with super-cool

foil covers! Shiny! Fun!Dav Pilkey's newest epic novel finds George, Harold, and everyone's favorite

superhero in their stickiest situation yet. This time, the boys' latest prank has snotty school brainiac

Melvin Sneedley in a stink. And when Melvin tries to transform himself into a bionic-powered

superboy, things go from bad to boogers, literally, and the Bionic Booger Boy is born!With fun

Flip-O-Rama and loads of laffs, here's another excellent adventure that will leave Captain

Underpants fans begging for more. SPECIAL BONUS CLIFFHANGER ENDING INCLUDED!
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The sixth "epic novel" in Dav Pilkey's hugely popular series explains the awful truth about Captain

Underpants (he is really the school principal), details "the night of the nasty nostril nuggets," offers

up "the unnecessarily disgusting chapter," and even explains how "you can't have your cape and

Edith, too."  George and Harold are "C" students (and bad spellers), but they are very good at

"saving the entire planet from the nasty forces of unrelenting evil" and also at ketchup-toilet pranks.

Unfortunately, they can't save Melvin Sneedly from getting paddled by his bionic hamster. But,



frankly, they wouldn't want to, because besides being the school brainiac, Melvin is also a tattletale.

When his robot-making hobby backfires horribly, Melvin transforms himself into the Bionic Booger

Boy instead of a bionic superboy. Can Captain Underpants save everyone from this "greenish,

glistening behemoth?" Pilkey is the superhero of boy humor, stuffing his heavily illustrated books

with comic-book inserts, "flip-o-rama" animation, and all the gross-out jokes an elementary-school

kid could stomach. Fans will want to get their hands on Captain Underpants and the Big Bad Battle

of the Bionic Booger Boy Part 2: The Revenge of the Ridiculous Robo-Boogers as well. (Ages 8 and

older) --Karin Snelson

"Combines empowerment and empathy with age-appropriate humor and action" -

Booklist"Celebrates the triumph of the good-hearted."- The Educational Book and Media

Association"(One of the) 5 Books That All Children Should Read" - Healthy Family Matters"They'll

(parents) appreciate children laughing as they dive in and page through this old-fashioned thing

called a book." - The New York Times"For every downtrodden fun-seeking kid who never wanted to

read a book."- School Library JournalHorn Book Guide(April 1, 2004; 0-439-37609-2)A mishap

involving a new-fangled machine and an ill-timed sneeze turn nerdy Melvin Sneedly into the gunky,

slimy "Bionic Booger Boy." In the second volume, Melvin and Mr. Krupp (a.k.a. Captain Underpants)

find themselves trapped in each otherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s bodies. Those who enjoy gross-out humor (i.e.,

most boys) will probably be laughing too hard to notice the deficiencies in the rather shapeless

plots. [Review covers these titles: Captain Underpants and Big, Bad Battle of the Bionic Booger

Boy: Part 1 and Captain Underpants and the Big, Bad Battle of the Bionic Booger Boy: Part 2.]

Copyright 2004 of The Horn Book, Inc. All rights reserved.School Library Journal(January 1, 2004;

0-439-37609-2)Gr 2-4-Fourth-graders George and Harold are good at pranks involving ketchup on

toilet seats; saving the planet from the "nasty forces of unrelenting evil

Engaging, fast moving and always brings laughter from my grandson. He is 6 years old reading at a

third grade level because of the diverse library we have supplied since birth. Typically we purchase

life-learning or scientific merit based books for educational and growth purposes but this series is

one of his favorite. It keeps bringing him back for more. His first grade classmates love these books

and can master them quite well. They are wholesome with great illustrations. They capture the

children's attention and present stories about what children think and actually talk about in those

naive, sweet growing years. Besides his entire "Captain Underpants" collection, my grandson also

enjoy Mary Pope Osborne's "Magic Tree House" collections. He has all of them. If you want to



inspire a child to read either of these fine authors collections will do it.

My 6 year old is obsessed with Dav Pilkey. He makes his own Captain Underpants comics and

these books make us laugh.So far this is the grossest of them all however, a bit much for me, but it

makes my son laugh out loud and keeps him interested in reading and drawing. I think it's more for

8 or 9 year olds so I am often telling my son what words mean, which is great because his

vocabulary is expanding immensely.It's good to read them in order but not mandatory. I think these

books are an incredible way to get little boys interested in reading. Smartly written yet filled with

great jokes and pranks.

So my 4 year old loves these books ever since we saw the movie in theaters. It's gotten him

interested in reading and I haven't heard him laugh so much as this series of books. It's very clever

and has some jokes for older kids and adults (nothing too crude), but my MIL wanted to read a few

after reading these to my oldest son. Just a heads up, since it's a chapter book, younger kids don't

quite get the 'one more chapter... please!' doesn't work after you've read 5 chapters and they want

to know what's going to happen.

My son absolutely loves Captain Underpants. He has read all 12 of the books that are out right now

plus the activity books and art books that go along with the series. I will continue to buy him the new

books as they come out and we are going to see the movie together. He was six when he started

reading them and is 7 now. He is a bit of an advanced reader for his age but these would be

somewhere in the neighborhood of 3rd grade reading level.

My 6 year old loves these books! HIghly recommend (even though they do have some "poopy" talk -

if he's interested when I'm reading them - I'm thrilled!)

I want to know what happened next when they got shocked by the purple potty. Mom says the

booger bots were just disgusting.

I bought these books for my 6 year old grandson. He loves them! They are funny for the elementary

set and well written. If you can laugh at potty humor your child will enjoy these books.

My kid love it! He is no easy to convince to start reading. My husband suggested to let him read on



my tablet. He finish a book in one day.
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